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Managing TCP/IP Using the
New Browser-Based VIP

Network Performance
Monitor for z/OS

By  P h i l  N o r c ro s s

RUNNING
today’s mainframe
network requires

increasingly sophisticated monitoring tools—
tools that can watch over TCP/IP and SNA,
report on multiple systems and CPUs, fully
inform service-level agreements, and fully coop-
eratewith resources from multiple vendors.

But the more complex the data, the simpler
and more intuitive the interface has to be. It
has to be a graphic display of far more data
than any 3270 screen. It has to be readily
available from all kinds of platforms. And it
has to serve a technical support staff that,
more and more often, grew up with the
Internet, not dumb terminals.

Hence network administrators’ pursuit of
new and better monitoring software—tools to
help us easily see network events and the data
our machines record about their own health
and performance.

One such network monitor is the Vital
Signs VisionNet IP Monitor (VIP), newly
released from Software Diversified Services.

VIP is a real-time monitor for TCP/IP
networks on mainframes. It can work inde-
pendently or team up with VSV, an SDS
product that provides historical reporting of
network performance for the same systems.

VIP agents install on z/OS, OS/390 or
MVS systems (hereafter called z/OS systems)
and report network event, status, configura-
tion, and performance data to a VIP server on
USS (Unix System Services), Unix, Linux or
Windows. Each agent maintains the data for

its host. When an agent detects a significant
change, it pushes the data up to the server
immediately, in real time. Periodic processes
also work to provide performance data and
ensure data synchronization between agents
and servers.

The server passes the monitoring data to
graphic displays on Web browsers. The top-
level browser displays summarize the health
of single or multiple z/OS networks and pro-
vide links to details regarding individual
stacks, interfaces, applications and buffers.

VIP counts and measures connections,
availability, network response times, traffic
levels, and utilization of interfaces, buffers,
and CPUs. When measured events exceed
specified thresholds, VIP sends alerts to
logs, browser displays, and/or Netview. VIP
also provides GUI interfaces for dropping
connections, sending pings, and performing
packet traces.

VIP MONITORS SIX CLASSES
OF RESOURCES

VIP monitors events, status and performance
of the following:

� TCP/IP Applications: FTP and Telnet,
for example; also VTAM and CICS

� Buffers: system CSM buffers and
TCP/IP stack storage

� Interfaces: the links provided by the
TCP/IP stacks

� TCP/IP Stacks: typically the stack that
is part of IBM Communications Server

� Tier 1 Stacks and Interfaces: typically
the routers and gateways in immediate
proximity to the mainframe; more distant
TCP/IP hosts can also be monitored

� z/OS Systems: at a single display, VIP
can report on multiple systems, or it can
focus on a single system

VIP REPORTS AT THREE LEVELS
OF DETAIL:

� Three At-a-Glance displays summarize
the health of the network, the performance
of applications, and the alerts VIP has
issued. These top-level displays can
report on individual z/OS systems or
summarize multiple systems.

� Properties/Alerts displays list applications,
buffers, interfaces, stacks, or systems,
and report briefly on each one’s status.
GUI menus help users filter these displays
in order to select resources belonging to
a given system, stack, etc.

� Detail displays present all the
monitoring data available for one
selected resource. Application details,
for example, include the identity of
the associated stack and CPU; the
current number of connections;
the highest, lowest, and average
network response times; and
application availability.
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CUSTOMIZABLE ALERTS

VIP agents generate alerts when an event or
performance threshold is exceeded. Alerts
concern, for example, the length of interface
output queues, IP errors, hung socket connec-
tions, hung FTP transfers, and numbers of
ICMP source quench messages.

VIP distinguishes its alerts according to
four ISO alert classes: configuration, fault,
performance and security. Users can further
categorize alerts by labeling them ignoredor
resolved. VIP continues to report ignored
alerts, but separates them from new and pend-
ing alerts, thus allowing users to push aside
known problems that do not merit attention.

NETWORK MAINTENANCE
TOOLS

Along with the monitoring displays, VIP
provides intuitive GUI interfaces for network
diagnosis and repair tools.

VIP users can call up a list of open TCP
connections for a given application or inter-
face, then select connections to drop.

So that viewers can see recent history of
resource status and performance, VIP history
tables provide monitoring data for multiple
recent intervals. And a fully automatic graphing
tool illustrates status and performance changes
over time.

Intuitive GUI interfaces provide ping and
packet trace tools.

Users can send ICMP or UDP pings from
any interface on any of their z/OS systems.
UDP pings provide a backup, because firewalls
sometimes block the standard ICMP ping.

The VIP trace tool allows multiple users to
simultaneously capture selected portions of the
packets passing through a given stack. Filtering
for packets according to interface, address, port
number, and/or protocol simplifies trouble
diagnosis. VIP reports those packets on-line
and/or saves them to a z/OS data set. That data
set is formatted for IPCS (the format used by
IBM technical support).  
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FIGURE 1: VIP AGENTS SUPPLY MAINFRAME HEALTH AND STATUS DATA TO A VIP SERVER;
THE SERVER PROVIDES IT TO CLIENT BROWSERS

FIGURE 2: VIP’S NETWORK AT A GLANCE

FIGURE 3: VIP PROVIDES A GUI INTERFACE TO IBM’S IP PACKET TRACE TOOL

VIP can show every packet as it passes through a given stack, or reports can be filtered for specific interfaces,
addresses, ports, and/or protocols. In the panel below, the top portion lists packets as they pass through the stack.
The bottom portions present the selected packet. VIP will save trace data to z/OS data sets.
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